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“Netflix is the original major streaming option for home 

television audiences. When it started nearly 20 years 

ago, Netflix was a subscription-based DVD service that 

would mail DVDs straight to your home. It still does that 

too (more on that later), but in 2007, Netflix debuted its 

streaming service, allowing viewers to watch thousands 

of on-demand TV shows and movies ad-free. Ten years 

later, Netflix has become one of the biggest names in 

entertainment” - John Michael Bond



WHAT IS IT?
● Netflix is an accessible media platform that provides people with movies, documentaries, 

TV shows and educational programs for $8/month

● Changing the way people viewing TV and disrupted cable & HDTV when it emerged in 

2012

● Netflix has become easily discoverable, making their subscribers loyal while making Netflix 

the most powerful and popular TV streaming site in the world 



BACKGROUND: POPULARITY 
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WHY NETFLIX IS SIGNIFICANT

● Netflix streams a wide variety 

of TV shows, movies, and 

educational programs for a 

small, affordable fee.

● Netflix has created over 30 

of its own TV shows, and 

continues to do this on an 

international level



WHY NETFLIX IS SIGNIFICANT
● Netflix has encouraged other companies to 

provide similar services, such as Hulu and 

Youtube TV

● Netflix has a wide range of audiences partially 

because it offers content that appeal to wide 

variety of tastes and interests.

● A multitude of educational films and 

documentaries can also be found on the service. 



VALUE PROPOSITION 

Affordable price

Accessibility

Original content



NETFLIX’S MARKETING

Netflix does not target a specific 
audience, as proven by its global 
market penetration- it aims to 
attain as wide of a demographic 
of people as possible. 



NETFLIX’S AUDIENCE



NETFLIX’S AUDIENCE



BACKGROUND: COMPETITORS



BACKGROUND: CHALLENGES
● Netflix requires internet connection whenever you want to stream it. 

You cannot pre download content. 

● People interested in sports will have to purchase Cable TV to tune in; 
Netflix does not provide live sports channels. 

● Netflix continues to make cuts on their movie selections. 



CHALLENGES FOR CABLE COMPANIES
● Netflix is challenging cable companies by making them change their business 

structures

● Netflix’s low price provides TV shows, movies and Netflix’s own unique shows 

that cable companies can’t provide access to. 



LAWSUITS
● Netflix receives a large amount of lawsuits, including a recent lawsuit from the 

studio Relativity for a breach of contract worth $1.5 billion
● The powerhouse has been sued by two dads who claimed their daughters 

commit suicide after seeing Netflix’s show 13 reasons
● Verizon vs. Netflix: Verizon cease-and-desist demand after Netflix released 

information to customers that their slow streaming speeds was due to the 
“Verizon platform is crowded right now.”

● NAD (National Association of the Deaf) vs. Netflix: Netflix was discriminating 
against deaf and hard-of-hearing viewers because not all their streaming video 
had closed captions

● Fox sues Netflix for poaching employees
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INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION & 

Presence Throughout The World

“Netflix is now available 
in nearly 200 countries 
and territories around 
the world.“

“So, first, it's easiest to list the 

countries where Netflix is not 

available: China, Crimea, 

North Korea, Syria”

"You are witnessing the birth of a 
global TV network," Netflix CEO 
Reed Hastings said 

http://money.cnn.com/2016/01/06/media/netflix-130-countries/index.html?iid=EL
http://money.cnn.com/2016/01/06/media/netflix-130-countries/index.html?iid=EL
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STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

● widely known brand name with generally positive 
impressions. 

● easily accessible through a variety of mediums.

● affordable flat rate of $8.99/ mo for 
all-you-can-watch streaming.  

● many lawsuits have been derived from violating 
privacy. 

● netflix’s inability to prevent pirating. 

● not yet a diverse enough service to entirely 
eliminate the need for cable television. 

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS

● live streaming of tv shows 

● expansion into the music streaming sector. 

● sports: provide nba/nfl/nhl streaming. 

● multichannel video programming distributors 
(MVPOs) still dominate a majority of the market with 
101 million subscribed households. 

● net neutrality: comcast and other isps could slow 
down netflix’s streaming capabilities as they threat 
their interests in the mainstream cable. 



LEVERAGE 



LEVERAGE: A 

Content Liability - In 2016 Netflix’s subscriber base has 
grown 27% in the past year, but its future content 
liability has grown 31%.

*In 2016 content obligations totaled a massive $13.2 billion



LEVERAGE: B

Netflix Borrows €1 Billion - This debt was taken on for 
content acquisitions, capital expenditures, investments, 
working capital and potential acquisitions and 
strategic transactions



LEVERAGE: C

Netflix plans on turning a profit in more of its 
international markets to generally expand its profit 
margins. Resulting in a lower debt-to-EBITDA ratio

*keeping its leverage ratio above 6.0 beyond 2018



PATH FORWARD

Netflix can remain sustainable and competitive by: 

Media Presence:
Continue efforts to minimize role of mainstream providers. Projecting growth upwards and gain 
more market share. 

Extension:
Integrate live sporting events, music streaming, TV movie premieres, daytime shows, etc. 

Brand Loyalty:
Simplifying the consumer experience and capitalizing on their brand’s pre existing popularity . 
Continue creating original content.



Conclusion

Overall, Netflix’s success story has threatened the TV industry in every kind of way, even a variety of jobs and 

companies. Since its emerging existence in 2013, consumers have dramatically decreased their use of cable due to 

Netflix’s small fraction cost compared to cable packages. Additionally, Netflix has no ads or commercials in its TV 

shows or movies. If the company plans on staying on top it is vital that it keep in touch with its key stakeholders, 

continue to minimize the competition, and extend to other types of media. Those stakeholders are the everyday 

people who use the service at home or work to access premium content to stay entertained and inspired. There is 

plenty of room for continued growth and little to no predictions of failure. Knowing the community in which you 

operate helps in establishing lifetime bonds that can result in generational trust.
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